In the present paper, we will study the creation of Klein bottles by Dehn surgery on knots in the 3-sphere, and we will give an upper bound for slopes creating Klein bottles for non-cabled knots by using the genera of knots. In particular, it is shown that if a Klein bottle is created by Dehn surgery on a genus one knot then the knot is a doubled knot. As a corollary, we obtain that genus one, cross-cap number two knots are doubled knot.
Introduction
In this paper, we will discuss the problem concerning the creation of Klein bottles by Dehn surgery on knots, and we will give an upper bound for slopes creating Klein bottles for non-cabled knots by using the genera of knots. In particular, we can completely determine when Klein bottles can be created by surgery on genus one knots in the 3-sphere S 3 .
There are a few results about Dehn surgery creating Klein bottles. In [6] , Gordon and Luecke showed that if some surgery on a hyperbolic knot gives a manifold containing a Klein bottle then the surgery slope must be integral. For composite knots, it is shown that only the connected sum of two 2-cabled knots can create a Klein bottle by surgery and such surgery is integral [12] . In [9] , Oh proved that for a hyperbolic 3-manifold, the distance between two slopes producing a reducible manifold and a manifold containing a Klein bottle respectively is at most three.
Let K be a non-trivial knot in S 3 . The exterior of K, denoted by E(K), is the complement of an open tubular neighborhood of K. Let r be a slope on @E(K), that is, the isotopy class of an essential simple closed curve in @E(K), and let K(r) be the closed 3-manifold obtained by r-Dehn surgery on K. Then K(r) = E(K) [J, Typeset by A M S-T E X where J is a solid torus attached to @E(K) along their boundaries in such a way that r bounds a meridian disk in J. The slopes on @E(K) are parameterized by Q [ f1=0g in the usual way, using a meridian-longitude system of K (see [10] ). For two slopes r, s on @E(K), 1(r;s) denotes their minimal geometric intersection number. If 1(r;1=0) = 1, then r is said to be integral.
Let V be a solid torus in S 3 , which may be knotted. If a knot K lies on @V in such a way that K runs at least twice longitudinally, then K is said to be cabled. In particular, any torus knot is cabled. Theorem 1.1. Let K be a non-trivial knot in S 3 which is not cabled. If K(r) contains a Klein bottle, then r is integral, and r 12g 0 8, where g is the genus of K.
It seems that 4g is the best possible upper bound for hyperbolic knots, but we could not prove it. For cabled knots, such a slope is not necessarily integral. See the remark after Fig. 1 .
For genus one knots, we can give a complete answer on the creation of Klein bottles by surgery. For the denition of doubled knots, see [10] . For the trefoil knot, there are innitely many surgeries which create Klein bottles; for example, (6n 6 2)=n-surgery for n 6 = 0. Since the trefoil knot is a doubled knot, the next corollary follows immediately. This gives a quick proof of the main result of [8] : the cross-cap number of the knot 7 4 is equal to 3. For 7 4 has genus one, but it is easy to see that 7 4 is not a doubled knot.
Slopes
Throughout this paper, we will assume that K is a knot in S 3 , which is not cabled.
Suppose that K(r) contains a Klein bottle b P for some slope r. We can assume that b P intersects the attached solid torus J in a disjoint union of meridian disks of J, and that b P is chosen so that p = j b P \ Jj is minimal among all such Klein bottles in K(r). Then P = b P \ E(K) is a punctured Klein bottle properly embedded in E(K) with j@Pj = p. Note that p is odd. If not so, E(K) would contain a closed non-orientable surface obtained by attaching suitable annuli in @E(K) to P along @P , a contradiction. Lemma 2.1. P is incompressible in E(K).
Proof. Assume that P is compressible in E(K). Let D be a disk in E(K) with @D is essential in P. Note that @D is an orientation-preserving loop in P .
There are two cases.
Case 1. @D is non-separating in P .
In this case, we get a non-separating 2-sphere S in K(r) by compressing b P along D. Then K(r) has S 2 2 S 1 as a connected summand. This implies that K is trivial [3] . Proof. This follows from [6, Theorem 1.3] . We remark that the arguments in [6] work well for non-cabled satellite knots as well as hyperbolic knots. Lemma 2.4 . r is a multiple of four.
Proof. First assume that p = 1. Since @P has integral slope, P can be considered to be a non-orientable Seifert surface of K. Extending @P to K radially in the tubular neighborhood N(K) gives a compact surface P 0 with @P 0 = K. Then P 0 can be represented as a disk with two bands. Since P 0 is non-orientable, we may assume that these bands are non-orientable, i.e. each has an odd number of half-twists as shown in Fig. 2 . Let K 0 be a simple closed curve obtained by pushing K into P 0 slightly. Then lk(K; K 0 ) 0 (mod 4). Now consider the case where p > 1. By attaching suitable mutually disjoint (p 0 1)=2 annuli on @E(K) bounded by the components of @P to P along @P and pushing the annuli away from @E(K), we get a new non-orientable surface R properly embedded in E(K) with j@Rj = 1. Since (P ) = (R), R has even genus as well. Then the conclusion follows from the similar argument to that of the rst case.
Graphs of intersection
By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, we may assume that r = 4k=1 ( 0). In addition, we assume that r 6 = 0. If K has genus one, then this assumption will be derived, which will be shown in Section 5. However, in general, 0-surgery can create a Klein bottle. See the last remark of Section 4.
Let Q E(K) be a minimal genus Seifert surface of K. Then Q is incompressible and boundary-incompressible in E(K).
We may assume that P and Q intersect transversely. By the incompressibility of P and Q, we can assume that no circle component of P \ Q bounds a disk in P or Q. Each component of @P has slope r = 4k on @E(K). Thus we further assume that each component of @P In this section, we will consider the case where p > 1, and the case where p = 1 will be dealt with in the next section. Therefore, we assume that p > 1 throughout this section.
A trivial loop in a graph is a length one cycle which bounds a disk face of the graph.
Lemma 3.1. Neither G P nor G Q contains trivial loops.
Proof. Let e be a trivial loop in G P , and let D be a regular neighborhood of e in Q. An orientation of @Q is induced by some orientation of D. Then the points of intersection of @Q with the component of @P meeting e have opposite signs, which is a contradiction. By Lemma 2.2, G Q does not contain a trivial loop.
A pair of edges fe 1 ; e 2 g in G Q is called an S-cycle if it is a Scharlemann cycle of length two. That is, e 1 and e 2 are adjacent parallel edges, and have the same two labels at their endpoints. In this case the two labels are successive. In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by considering the situation when p = 1.
Let u (v; resp.) be the unique vertex of G P (G Q ; resp.). Both of them have valency r = 4k. Since p = 1, both of G P and G Q are graphs without labels. The proof of Lemma 3.1 works even when p = 1, and therefore neither of the graphs contains trivial loops. Furthermore, we can see that if we think of the vertex u as a point then any edge of G P is an orientation-reversing loop in b P . Since there are exactly two isotopy classes of orientation-reversing loops in a Klein bottle, the edges of G P are partitioned into at most two families of parallel edges. Lemma 4.1. There do not exist two edges which are parallel in both G P and G Q .
Proof. We assign the points of @P \@Q the labels 1; 2; . . . ; r along @Q sequentially. Then the labels are also sequential along @P , since the slope of @P is integral. Suppose that f and g are adjacent parallel edges in G Q . Then it can be assumed that f has the labels f1;xg, and g has f2; x 0 1g at their endpoints. However, it is impossible to put these edges f and g in G P in such a way that both edges are parallel and have such labels simultaneously. See also [4 Then it is clear that there is no other edges in G P besides f and g. Hence r = 4. It seems that 4g is the best possible upper bound for hyperbolic knots, where g denotes the genus of the knot. On the other hand, 0-surgery can create Klein bottles for knots with genera bigger than one. For example, let us consider the pretzel knot K t = P(2; 0t; t), where t 3 is an odd integer. Then it can be shown that K t has genus t 0 1, and K t bounds a once-punctured Klein bottle whose boundary slope is 0.
Genus one case
In this section, we specialize to genus one case, and give a complete description of the creation of Klein bottles by surgery.
Hereafter, assume that K has genus one. Recall that K is assumed to be not cabled, and therefore K is not the trefoil.
First, the slope 0 will be excluded. If is non-separating in P , then the disk obtained by attaching a meridian disk of J to A along @Q gives a compressing disk for b P in K(0). Then K(0) contains a non-separating 2-sphere, which is impossible [3] . Thus must be separating in P . Q is incompressible [3] . Therefore either is non-separating, or bounds a M obius band in b P .
(Claim 2) Suppose that jP \ Qj > 1. Then P \ Q consists of a parallel family of nonseparating simple closed curves in Q. By Claim 2, the components of P \ Q are also mutually parallel in b P . Hence there are two cases. Let 1 and 2 be the adjacent components of P \ Q in Q, and let A be the annulus bounded by them in Q. Let A 0 be an annulus bounded by 1 Thus, we have that jP \ Qj = 1. Let be the only loop in P \ Q. By a double-curve surgery along (see [11, Section 1]), we obtain a punctured Klein bottle properly embedded in E(K) whose boundary has p + 1 components. Since p is odd, this implies that E(K) contains a closed non-orientable surface obtained by attaching suitable annuli in @E(K) to the punctured Klein bottle along its boundary, which is a contradiction. As in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we assign the points of @P \@Q the labels 1; 2; 3; 4 along @Q sequentially. Then the labels are also sequential along @P , since the slope of @P is integral. Then the edges are not parallel in G Q by the assumption, but they must be parallel in G P .
If we extend Q to K radially in N(K), then we obtain a once-punctured torus Q 0 with @Q 0 = K. Similarly, a once-punctured Klein bottle P 0 with @P 0 = K is obtained from P . Then P 0 \ Q 0 contains exactly two arcs f and g which are Thus both graphs G P and G Q have exactly two edges, and these edges are not parallel in G P , but parallel in G Q . Lemma 5.4 . K is a doubled knot.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 5.3, we extend P and Q to K radially in N(K), then we obtain a once-punctured Klein bottle P 0 with @P = K and a once-punctured torus Q 0 with @Q 0 = K.
It is obvious that P 0 \Q 0 contains exactly two arcs f and g which are parallel in Q 0 and which are not parallel in P 0 . Let ) is compressible, and so it bounds a solid torus in K(4). Then K(4) would be Seifert bered.) Therefore at least one of b 1 and b 2 is 62. Then K is a twist knot, i.e., a double of the trivial knot, as desired.
Therefore we assume that the two strings of (B 2 ; B 2 \K) are knotted. Then we can assume that K has the diagram as shown in Fig. 4 , where D 2 is shown. Remark that D 2 respects an orientation of K. Let K 0 be the corresponding knot. Then K 0 can be taken to be non-trivial by [7, Theorem 4.2] . Therefore K 0 is a 2-bridge knot. Thus we always have a genus one Seifert surface of K disjoint from T . This implies that K 0 has a genus one Seifert surface.
(Claim 2) In addition, K 0 (4) contains a Klein bottle. (The invariance of the slope follows from the fact that the two strings in (B 2 ; B 2 \ K) run in the opposite directions for some orientation of K.) Therefore, as above, K 0 must be a twist knot again, and, in particular, (B 1 ; B 1 \ K 0 ) = (B 1 ; B 1 \ K) has the diagram as shown in Fig. 7 (up to an equivalence keeping the boundary xed). Fig. 7 This shows that K is a doubled knot. 
